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Chapters

Changing technologies and shifting consumer behavior are creating 
new opportunities for CPG cos. Learn top industry goals that will 
continue to emerge till 2025. 

Finance and A/R leaders trust A/R automation to deliver faster business 
results and increased working capital. Unravel the top reasons why CPG 
cos should adopt A/R automation now.



The Consumer Packaged Industry (CPG) is 

probably one of the biggest sectors where 

constant changes are the order of the day. 

This is primarily driven by changing 

marketplaces, consumer behavior, pricing 

strategies, emerging competitors, among 

many other factors. 

According to an industry report, the CPG 

industry is projected to be valued at 

$15,361 trillion by 2025. While adapting to 

changing times, it’s important to 

understand some key factors that are likely 

to impact the industry in coming times.

At the same time, CFOs and A/R leaders 

across CPG companies are looking to 

optimize their strategy from cash 

preservation to cash excellence. However, 

CPG cos are grappling with multiple 

challenges to achieve their business goals. 

1. Great Resignation After-Effects

A latest Deloitte survey points out 58% of US 

consumer products executives predict that 

high levels of voluntary separations will 

continue throughout 2022. An additional 15% 

believe the issues will continue into 2023 or 

even later. 65% respondents reported the 

primary reason behind future separations will 

be external factors like ‘The Great Resignation’. 

As a result, CPG companies need scalable and 

user-friendly systems to rely on, as the world 

navigates through changing talent models.

2. Increased Push for Process 
Automation (RPA & AI) in Finance

A Gartner survey states - 80% finance 

leaders agree that finance must 

significantly accelerate its implementation 

of digital technology, such as robotic 

process automation (RPA) and artificial 

intelligence (AI) to effectively support 

business by 2025.
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3. Finance applications & microservices 
will challenge traditional ERP

As an increasing number of companies move 

to cloud-based ERP, they’re choosing to 

become more standardized. Instead of 

building customized systems, companies 

will buy what they need from the growing 

marketplace of apps and microservices. 

The work of finance will be about streamlining 

processes and delivering insights. According 

to an IT survey,  53% said ERP was an 

investment priority. Further, according to an 

article on ERP systems, 50% of companies are 

soon acquiring, upgrading, or planning to 

update ERP systems soon.

Top 5 O2C Challenges 
for CPG Customers

While CPG A/R leaders and finance 

executives uncover strategies to free up 

working capital faster, closing receivables 

swiftly still remains a challenge. Manually 

driven A/R processes contribute to delayed 

cash posting and increased revenue 

leakage. Some of the trends that we we 

have identified as major roadblocks to 

achieve faster A/R process include: 
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1. High Volume of Transactions 
(Invoices/Deductions):

Given the nature of the business, the 

CPG industry is known for its high 

volume/ low-value transactions. CPG 

cos tend to have high numbers of FTEs 

to manage high transaction volumes. 

For example, a $ 10Bn company from the 

staffing industry would have far fewer 

invoices than a $ 10Bn F&B company. 

So, top challenges here include:

For instance, Hershey’s 

was manually handling 

more than 48,000 trade 

deductions a week. With 

A/R  automation in place, 

they have been able to 

reduce their manual 

deductions by 70%. 
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Huge check 
volumes 

High Volume of 
Deductions  

A High Dollar Value 
of Write-Offs 

A

B

C

https://www.highradius.com/resources/case-study/hersheys/


3. High DSO:

CPG products are usually perishable or are 

fast-moving. Therefore, brands give customers  

concise payment terms (Net 7, Net 10, Net 14, 

etc.). On the other hand, payment terms for 

HighTech or Manufacturing are minimum Net 

30 days. This leads to:

Ferrero’s rapidly growing 

consumer base made 

tracking receivables 

increasingly difficult and 

hindered visibility into 

customer data and KPIs. 

Post A/R automation, 

Ferrero was able to reduce 

its DSO by 28%, saving 

1000+ FTE hours per month.
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Lack of 360° Visibility 
on Customer Data

‘Same-size fits all’ Dunning 
Strategy = Low Prioritization 
of High Risk Customers for 
Past-Due Collection

Inefficient, Time- Consuming 
Drafting of Dunning Emails 
for Huge Customer Base 

A

B

C

2. Large Customer base:

Low dollar value of items and wide geographical coverage lead to the high number 

of customers for almost every CPG brand, and thereby cause:

Suboptimal manual 
collections (especially 
manual creating of P2Ps 
and scattered customer 
interaction notes)

A B C

Mismanaged Credit 
Management Processes 

Diverse Remittances 
Types from Multiple 
Sources (Check stubs, 
Email, EDI, web portals)

https://www.highradius.com/resources/case-study/ferrero/


4. Lack of Focus on High 
Value Tasks:
A/R teams of CPG cos spend a lot of time 

performing activities such as deductions 

coding, handling no-remittance 

scenarios manually. This results in:

Similarly, The Clorox Company 

was losing about 70% of their 

time in performing manual tasks 

like remittance aggregation and 

deductions coding. Post A/R 

automation,, Clorox reallocated 

33% of their employees to critical 

tasks and saved 224 work-hours 

per month.

5. Buyers moving to E-commerce:

According to a McKinsey survey, there is ~40% increase in net intent to shop online, 

post pandemic. However, everything being online leads to irregularities in payments, 

or payments getting lost in transit. This results in:
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Time Lost in Deduction 
Identification & Coding

No-Remittace 
Scenarios

Aggregation of Claims 
from Various Sources

A

B

C

Delayed Payment 
Collections and 
Increased DSO

Inaccurate and Slower Cash 
Application Impacting 
Overall Cash Flow

A B

https://www.highradius.com/resources/case-study/the-clorox-company/


CPG  is one of the most Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, 

and Ambiguous (VUCA) industries. This is because 

they are heavily dependent on constantly changing 

buyer behaviors, increased competition, raw 

material costs, and dynamic trade channels. Some 

of the top goals that are likely to continue evolving for 

CPG cos,  till 2025 and beyond are:

1. Standardize A/R Operations:

Most big CPG companies have global operations. 

Therefore, processes (including A/R) are not standardized.

2. Control Cost Inflation due to 
Supply Chain Issues:

The lingering supply chain issues and rising inflation, the 

cost of goods for CPGs will continue to rise. However, 

conditions are evolving such that CPGs won’t be able to 

pass these costs down to consumers anymore. 

The pandemic has led organizations to laser focus on 

their supply chain challenges, as it has a direct impact 

on their core business. Having a healthy cash flow is one 

of the important components to drive enhanced value 

in the supply chain, & that is where A/R automation can 

make a significant impact.
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Top 6 Goals for CPG 
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3. Solve Labor Shortage Crisis:

Labor shortages put extreme pressure on the entire 

supply chain, and CPG brands need automation to 

avoid burnouts and provide scalability & bolster CX.

4. Digital Platform to Consolidate 
Data for M&As:
Increasing mergers and acquisitions in the industry 

has resulted in uptick of transaction volumes, 

data consolidation, and a digital platform to 

manage A/R operations.

5. Increase Margins by reducing 
Workforce Costs:
CPG companies face a margin crunch due to 

demand spikes from the pandemic, geopolitical 

issues, and increased raw material costs. So, they 

turn to other options to reduce indirect costs such 

as workforce automation.

6. Integrate Multiple 
IT/ERP/Automated Systems:
Most CPG companies have multiple legacy IT 

systems (i.e. ERP, Trade Promotion Management, 

billing systems, etc.), apart from adding more 

systems. Hence, the focus is on integrating multiple 

symptoms under one umbrella.
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Top 6 Reasons why A/R 
Automation is the way ahead
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The existing A/R processes present challenges of all kinds – 

both large and small. For many, A/R-related headaches 

can be solved with automation. Across industries, senior 

finance and A/R leaders are focusing on automating their 

manual A/R operations. 

According to a HighRadius survey, 30% of the CFOs and 

Heads of Finance revealed that the global pandemic has 

exposed the need to automate O2C processes. 

Here are top 6 reasons why CPG organizations should 

adopt O2C automation:
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2. 100% Automation in Aggregation of Documents - 
Save Time & Operational Costs

enables the team to capture and process 

remittances automatically - eliminating 

need for a lockbox and key-in fee.

1. Enable Effective Headcount Utilization
With an automation solution, A/R departments 

can eliminate manual processes and allow 

teams to focus on more strategic tasks. 

Processes such as cash application can be 

automated by as much as 95% - resulting in 

less manual intervention.
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Automated A/R software enabled 

Keurig Dr. Pepper to achieve 98% 

cash application by  auto-matching 

invoices with seamless capture of 

remittance data. 

2.1 Automation of cash application

like Emails, Customer/carrier portals, etc. - 

and automated linking of the documents 

to their corresponding deduction line items 

is a huge win for most CPG cos.

2.2 Automatic aggregation of 
Claims/Backups/ PODs/BOLs from 
Multiple Sources

https://www.highradius.com/resources/case-study/keurig-dr-pepper/
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For instance, Land o’ Lakes has been 

able to eliminate manual 

aggregation of backup and claim 

documents to experience 

productivity gains in just 3 months.

AI-Based A/R solutions intelligently 

understands multi-formatted financial 

statements and extracts relevant values 

for the credit evaluation. This results in a 

standardized and error-free evaluation 

and increases the analyst's productivity.

2.3 Reading Financial Statements 
using AI for Credit Evaluation

3. Standardize A/R Operations across Global Units 
and Acquisitions to gain Better Cash Flows

CPG cos can gain access to real-time insights to 

global customer accounts and trends - stored in a 

single platform. The built-in reporting functionalities 

help the leadership track various performance 

metrics like aging reports, DSO, ADD, and collection 

effectiveness index (CEI), among others.

3.1  100% Real -Time Visibility into all Customer 
Accounts and Key Performance Metrics

https://www.highradius.com/resources/case-study/land-olakes/
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Mitigate risks by continuous 

automated monitoring of credit risk 

for all customer portfolios. It notifies 

credit teams about any changes and 

revised recommendations. So, by 

negating the waiting time for periodic 

review, risks can be easily avoided.

3.2 Real-Time Credit Risk 
Monitoring & 360° Visibility into 
Customer Portfolios

AI-based A/R automated solution 

suggests missing remittances to 

payments, and allows analysts to 

choose from multiple suggestions. 

The remittances are matched to fields 

such as purchase order number, 

receipt, etc. With automation in place, 

CPG brands no longer need to identify 

the parent and child hierarchies.

3.3 Solving Complex Scenarios 
like Missing Remittances and 
Parent-Child Hierarchies with 
Automation and AI

For instance, automated A/R  allowed 

Danone to set up standardized O2C 

operations across all the BUs with 98% 

auto-cash posting and 75% 

productivity improvement.

https://www.highradius.com/resources/case-study/danone/


Live customer calls are automatically 

transcribed, while the system highlights and 

captures the most critical points, which get 

saved in the call log. Analysts can make 

quick decisions based on the intelligent 

action items populated by the system.

4. Help take Decisions based on Customer 
Interactions & Customer Behavior
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4.1 Automatic Transcription and 
Capturing of Live Customer Calls

Draft emails can be prepared by a digital 

assistant with the ability to attach relevant 

documents based upon customer 

interactions. Analysts can then manually 

configure the email if required and send it out. 

4.2 Automatic Drafting of Mails

Collate all emails into a single repository. A 

digital assistant enables further automation 

by following up phone calls with suggested 

emails and action items, based on the 

discussion with the customer.

4.3 Intelligence to predict the next 
best action  

Ferrero recovered more than 1000  FTE 

Work Hours by automatically sending 

bulk of email correspondences to 

multiple customers at a time, proactively 

reminding them about payment dues.

https://www.highradius.com/resources/case-study/ferrero/


CPG organizations can auto- match claims 

with their respective promotions and 

product-level deals. Once matched, the 

settlement information is passed to the TPM.

5. Seamless Integration with Multiple 
Platforms to solve Decentralization
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5.1 Automated Trade Promotion 
Settlement by Integrating TPMs

Scale up customer experience by offering 

various forms of digital collaborations to end 

customers. These include self-service 

portals, online payments, and integration 

into their A/P Portals.

5.2 Improved CX through E-Payment 
Adoption and Integration with 
A/P Portals

One-stop view of credit risk exposure across 

multiple ERPs and auto-extraction of credit 

data from 40+ credit agencies and bureaus.

5.3 Get a Consolidated View of Credit 
Risk Globally 

With an automated solution in place, 

Duracell auto-captured backup 

documents from various sources such 

as TPM, carrier portals, customer portals, 

and consolidated them in a single 

platform for their analysts to review.

https://www.highradius.com/resources/case-study/duracell/


This helps CPG A/R teams meet the 

portfolios’ diverse billing and invoicing 

requirements. Multi-language, currency 

support and the flexibility for buyers to 

choose from several global and local 

payment methods, supports 

cross-border payments.

6. Automated Payments & Billing 
Methods for a Diverse Customer Base 
for Improved CX
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6.1 A Self-Service Payments and 
Billing Platform

A/R teams can automatically deliver 

invoices via emails, fax, postal mail, or 

push the invoices to A/P portals such as 

SAP Ariba, Coupa, or accounting systems 

such as Quickbooks, Xero, Sage, etc. It 

allows the customers to review or 

download invoices in just a few clicks.

6.2 A Self-Service Payments Portals 
helps CPG Companies to Eliminate 
Paper and Courier Costs
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HighRadius A/R Automation for CPG cos

Industry Credentials

9 out 10
CPG Companies 
Choose HighRadius

100+
CPG Companies 
Trust  HighRadius For 
Their A/R Automation

Chapter 04
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Success Stories

Danone Improves Working Capital by Recovering 
$20M from Invalid Deductions with A/R Automation

CASH APPLICATION DEDUCTIONS

250+ hours spent on application of 
e-payments; Increased complexity 
with manual remittance capture 
from 25+ portals

Manual mapping of customer 
reason codes to ERP specific 
reason codes for 4000+ deductions

CHALLENGES

Lack of time and resources to 
identify invalid deductions 
causing high write offs

98% cash posting & $6M 
working capital recovery 
coupled with auto-aggregation 
of remittance data

25 days reduction in DDO with 
efficient deduction resolution 
and recovery

SOLUTION

Recovering $20M from invalid 
deductions with Auto-write off of 
low dollar value-valid deductions 

Keurig Dr Pepper Reveals how Automation helped 
Save $2.5 Million in One Year

CASH APPLICATION CLAIMS & POD AUTOMATION

Lack of real time visibility in 
payment statuses of outsourced 
accounts

Manual deductions coding and 
identification for e-payments

CHALLENGES

Manual remittance aggregation 
from various sources leading to 
delayed cash posting

Saves $2.5M with real time 
visibility into payment statuses 
of all customer accounts

92% short payments identified 
automatically ensuring 
deduction coding

SOLUTION

98% automated cash application 
with seamless capture of 
remittance information enabling 
56% resource reallocation
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Snapshots from 8 other top CPG players

Reduction in Average 
Days Delinquent33%

Collections Effectiveness 
Index Achieved85%

COLLECTIONS CASH APPLICATION CREDIT

DEDUCTIONS

Automated Cash 
Application80%

Reduction in Time Taken 
to Apply Payments64%

CASH APPLICATION

Church & Dwight Solves For Half A Billion Dollars Of 
Deductions With Accounts Receivable Automation

DEDUCTIONS

Inability to identify the deductions 
and categorize them

Labor intensive and error prone 
deductions resolution process

CHALLENGES

Inability to track the bottom-line 
impact of deduction written off

100% auto- deductions coding at 
the source level with 85% decrease 
in unidentified deductions

30% improvement in analysts’ 
productivity with auto- 
aggregation & linking of backup 
documents like PODs, BOL across 
emails, portals, TPM, etc

SOLUTION

Timely research and resolution of 
deductions with a single source of 
truth providing end-to-end 
visibility into the process
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Days Reduction in Days 
Sales Outstanding6
Days Reduction in 
Average Days Delinquent5

COLLECTIONS DEDUCTIONS

Reduction in Open 
Deduction Dollar Value40%

Reduction in the Number 
of Kroger Deductions70%

Payments Auto- 
Applied by the System95%
Reduction in Days 
Deduction Outstanding ~43%

Payments Processed 
Automatically87%

Deductions 
Auto-Coded95%

CASH APPLICATION COLLECTIONSCASH APPLICATION DEDUCTIONS

DEDUCTIONS

Straight-Through 
Processing82%
 Past Due Reduction90%+

Increase in Deduction 
Claims43%

Hit Rate by the Number 
of Dollars Received96%

CASH APPLICATION DEDUCTIONSCASH APPLICATION



info@highradius.com

Corporate Headquarters
HighRadius Corporation
Westlake 4 Building (BP Campus)
200 Westlake Park Blvd.
8th floor
Houston, TX 77079

(281) 968-4473
(281) 404-9002

India
HighRadius Technologies
5th Floor, Block-3,
DLF Cyber City
Plot No 129 to 132
Gachibowli, Hyderabad,
Telangana-500019

040 4569 4500

Amsterdam
HighRadius B. V.
Barbara Strozzilaan 201
1083 HN Amsterdam

+31 (20) 8885054

London
HighRadius UK Limited
25 Wilton Road,
London,
SW1V 1LW

+44 (0) 203 997 9400

Frankfurt
HighRadius GmbH
Lindleystraße 8A
60314
Frankfurt am Main

+49 (0) 69 589967310

About HighRadius
HighRadius is the leading provider of Autonomous Finance Software. Our AI-powered solutions automate routine processes
and surface potential issues for further review, allowing finance professionals to focus on what matters, making better
decisions more quickly than is possible with traditional ERP systems. More than 700 of the world’s leading brands leverage
HighRadius to power their Order to Cash, Treasury, and Record to Report functions, including 3M, Unilever, Anheuser-Busch
InBev, Sanofi, Kellogg Company, Danone, Hershey’s, etc.

Click here to know more about Autonomous Finance.

Address Your Unique
A/R Challenges with HighRadius

Book a complimentary A/R maturity assessment with our CPG Industry 
Tech Expert & Benchmark Your A/R Process Against Your Peers
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BOOK A/R MATURITY ASSESSMENT




